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QUESTION 1

How can you Help your worldwide corporate and enterprise customers with stable, consistent images and managed
lifecycle transitions? 

A. Offer installation and recycle services. 

B. Offer a product with an HP Care Pack. 

C. Offer a contract for after warranty care. 

D. Offer a product with global series support. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How much does HP Sure Sense cost? 

A. HP charges $10 per license. 

B. There is no additional cost. 

C. HP charges up to $5 per license, depending on volume. 

D. It is free if you register online within 30 days. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is true about HP Sure Click? 

A. It isolates web content in a virtual machine, where malware cannot affect other tabs, applications, or the operating
system. 

B. It helps IT departments develop and maintain policies for supported web browsers. 

C. It helps IT administrators deploy and maintain security settings across a fleet of PCs. 

D. It monitors keyboard clicks and adjusts the feel of the keys so that the user has a nice experience using the keyboard
on an HP EliteBook. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

How does HP lead the industry with security? 
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A. by forcing all users to use multi-factor authentication 

B. by adding digitally-enforced Kensington locks to all devices 

C. by enforcing policies for all users to regularly update Microsoft Windows and any security programs 

D. by providing a comprehensive suite of security solutions that help protect customer devices, identity, and data with
hardware-enforced protections 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

How does HP Sure Recover help customers in the case of a breach? 

A. It checks the device image via the Manageability Integration Kit plug-in for Microsoft\\' SCCM before deploying across
a fleet to recover time. 

B. It checks the network firewall and recovers the local firewall after a breach. 

C. It recovers lost programs, office files, photos, videos, and user files. 

D. It restores their machines quickly and securely to the latest image. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA7-4556ENW.pdf (4) 
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